Think of Nature People as Angels
by Christopher Valentine

Think of Nature People as Angels, and you will be closer than you realize to their
actual persona.

One of the reasons I started to write these books, with channeling by co-author Dr.
Christian von Lähr, was because there existed only minimal knowledge of nature Spirits.
Unimaginably, very little of the information that did exist was of a positive kind this suggested
an ignorance of their actual character. Further disturbing was the record showing that
information written was remiss historically, and its pointedly anecdotal information was
incongruent with the current real-world experiences we humans receive first-hand from the
Nature People. Since they were already becoming part of the family, it made sense to go
directly to the source the Nature People themselves and ask questions to allow them direct
response as to what they would have the world know about them; in their own words, of
course.

Our channeling sessions with them are presented inviolate. They are virtually unedited,
as no modification are necessary. They reflect first-person accounts, too; fresh information
that is revealed directly and this exposé is what makes their messages so astounding. As in
their newest book, “The Magic of Gnomes and Leprechauns ... Its Natural” (July 2008), we
include nearly all of our conversations with them so that you can get a running-flavor of what it
is genuinely like to interact with Nature People. By hearing their fascinating wit, delightful
humor and extraordinary intelligence you are most prepared for your own communication with
the loquacious Gnomes and other Nature People that are around you right now. Their
knowledge and style is at once curious as it reflects an obvious intelligence embedded in a
child-like prose. Such is the wonder of these angelic people they await you with affectionate
anticipation.

There are times when Nature People will do mystifying things. They do so, however,
only to get your attention. It is never to harm, most certainly not, or to make your life difficult.
An best example is when objects in your home go disappearing, only to reappear a few days to
a week later in exactly the place you knew you left them. This is a typical instance of where
Leprechauns are trying to get your attention. Leprechauns use this method to seek
acceptance for being part of the family. They are merely demonstrating their [abilities] to
manifest by making things happen in special ways; their end objective is that you will internally

question [who] did this? Street lights turn green for you, there is no waiting for your luggage at
the airport, and mechanical devices magically get fixed.

Leprechauns hold in great esteem the family unit. They would love to be part of a nice
family. Take it as a compliment and appreciate you blessing when they demonstrate their
desire to join your family by hiding and putting back your personal items, especially your car
keys. They are showing you they can change the stress in life into moments of wonder.

During the final edit of “The Magic of Gnomes and Leprechauns,” (only our human parts,
of course) this very same scenario was demonstrated. Once more we knew we had new
Leprechauns around who wanted to be invited into the family. Here’s how the story goes:

Christian put ever effort into finding something lost, a very old book in this case,
and kept looking where he knew he had placed it. He could not find it for
approximately three days when he finally gave in and pronounced, “We have
Leprechauns!” Sure enough, right away and exactly where he was looking, his
prized book on the Ancient Wisdom appeared. This is called “glamour” in old
texts, he explains.

Having Leprechauns as part of your family is truly magical. The next time you sense this
disappearing and reappearing act, say out loud or in your head “Leprechauns – you are
welcome to join the family!” These are magic words for entrance into the family. Objects will
stop vanishing and you will have the enchantment of Leprechauns with you thereafter, and
always. Just remember, though, to include them as often as possible in your every-day-life,
children are sad when they are overlooked. For play put beverages out for their Friday night
celebrations, buy bright and shiny sewing materials for the wives, and set out too any number
of curious presents you are inspired to gift them with. Leprechauns like to repair, so a worn-out
leather belt, a shoe that needs mending, and broken bracelets and rings are projects for their
workshops. Expect clovers to grow instantly.

We have found that there will be an association with the popping in and out of objects
and the type of tasks Leprechauns would like to perform for you as viable members of the
family. So, think about the object itself, and when you invite these Jinn into your life and
family, announce the service they have chosen to perform as a contribution to one and all.
Never again shall you worry about these requirements in life, they are taken care of.

Many people will have sensed Gnomes about them as these children of Nature quite
typically play with one’s hair and earrings, or speak directly into the ears happy thoughts, of
course, like, let’s stop over there and get a double-scoop of butternut ice cream. As with
Leprechauns, Gnomes too seek your attention. In fact, if you have a Leprechaun then you
MUST have a great number of Gnomes, for Leprechauns are their protector, and one must be
with every Gnome clan. These Gnomes hope you will acknowledge them and include them as
actual members of the family. Sans the mystical nature of their arrival at your doorstep, they
do fanciful fun things to reveal their presence. Enlightened moods, cheerful music and happy
times suddenly happen. THIS TOO is precisely what they will contribute
joy and a reminder
of the inner-child.

As a matter of fact, Gnomes are already part of the family, having been with you since
birth and even in your past lives. They are hoping to recapture your awareness by tugging at
your sleeves, ears and pant legs so that you can see them and enjoy their presence; especially
the joy that only they can bring.

Of all the Nature People the Gnomes are the most communicative and outgoing; they
are downright precocious children and are evidently so. They are very good natured, however,
and will influence you to be fun-loving and good –natured too. This is because you are in their
energy, and some of that goodness is rubbing off on you. Listen, feel and otherwise sense what
the Gnomes are saying, and you will find yourself constantly amused. They have a delightful
take on things, which will have you laughing often as you begin to see the world through their
big innocent eyes.
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